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gntroduction
In I of [4], Atiyah-Patodi-Singer show the following index theorem. Let X de

a Riemannian manifold with boundary Y, D an elliptic operator given near the
boundary by

D==a(2il.J+A), on Yx[O, 1]cx,
where a is a bundle isomorphism, u is the normal coordinate at Y ancl A is a first

order selfadjoint elliptic operator on Y which does not depend on u. Then, under
the boundary condition Pf(O, y)=O, P is the projection to the non-negative eigen-

spaces of A, D has the index and index D is given by ,
index D=fxcr(x)cl2 - h+2op(O) .

Here, cr(x)dx is the differential form defined from D ([3], [4], [13]), h= dim. ker. A
and v is the rp-function of A given by XAEspec.A, A7-o(sign 2)12I-S.

Although the above D has no singularities at the boundary, for example, on
some homogeneous symmetric domain, there exist invariant differential operators
which degenerate (or to have singularity) at the boundary (cf. [7]). Therefore, it
seems to have meaning to consider inclex of elliptic operator which degenerate (or

to have singularity) at the boundary. And this study may relate rescent works on
degenerate elliptic ([12],[16]) and parabolic ([11], [14], [15], [17], [19]) operators.

In this paper, we consider the following type operators
D+,le==a(o-Ou+uleA), D.fe =a(uleo-Ou+A), on Yx[o, 1]cX,

and assume X to be a real analytic Riemannian manifold, Then we have
index D+, fe :=: ixcr+, le (X)h+rp(O)
dX H 2 ,

1) 5S1-4 are appear in this

lssue, gg 5-11 will appear in No.1, Vol 13.
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indexle D-,le ==:fxcr--,le (x)du- h+2rp(O) , k<1,

indexo D-,h=lxcr-,le (x)dx+ h-2rp(O) , kll,

with suitable differential forms cr±,le(x)dy on X. Here indexle D-,fe is the index with

the boundary condition given by Pf(O, y)=O, D-,kfU=O and limu-+o(I-P)(ukf(u, y))
=O, D.le"f=O and inclexo D is the index with the O-boundary condition. For D+,fe
and D-,k, fe<1, these inclex forrnulas are obtained as the limit of the index formulas

of D+,le,E =(O13u+(uh+E)A> and D-,k,E=((ptk+E)OIOu+A) with the boundary condition

Pf(O, y)=O. But the index formula of D-,fe, feIZI, is not the limit of the index
formula of D-,k,E with the boundary condition (I-P)f(O, y) =O. In fact, to denote
the index of D-,k,e with this boundary condition by index-D-,k,e, we have
lim index-D-, k,s ==indexeD-,fe - (hfe -hh*), lelil l,

eHe

hle==dim Hk, hk*==dim ILig*,

Hh-{O}U{flD-,lef=-Af(O, y)-=O, f(O, y)740},

th,={O}Ufl D.le*f=Af(O, pt)=O, f(O, y)40}.
It is shown that, if D-,k is a real analytic coefficients operator, then hh does not
depend on D-,le and hle* depends only on le.

The method of the proof of these index formulas is same that of inIof [4].
But since our operators degenerate at the boundary, some analytic diraculty occurs.
The outline of the paper is as follows; First we construct and treat the properties

of the elementary solutions of D±,le and D±,h* on YxR" (ggl-5). The properties of
the elementary solutions of D+,le, D-,le, le<1 and D--,k, lell, are different and the
elementary solution of D-,k exists under some O-boundary condition. Set ti i,±,k =
D±,k "D±,k and id2,±,fe =D±,kD±,le', to construct the fundamental solutions of O!Ot+

idi,±,le, i=1,2, on YxR'xR', we use the following lemma which is shown in g6.

Lemma. Let elat +L be a Parabolic oPerator on R'xD and has a fundamental
solution with kernel G(t, x, 6) such that G satistes (i), G is real analytic in t if
t>O, (ii), limt-fi,o(O"10t")G(t, x, 6) =O, x/6, for all n}.iiO. Then H, which give the

fundamental solution of OIOt+(L+K) in the form G+G'H ([5]), is given as the
solution of

(1+tK.)H(t, x, g)=-K,G(t, x, g),
if H is real analytic in t, t>O, and satisies

onH

onH

(t, x, e) =O for all nlO.
,-.,
o･tn (t, x, e)):=O imPiies ,itL?g ot.
Iim(1+Kx)(

J
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By virtue of this lemma, we can construct the fundamental solutions of O/et+idi,±,h,

i=1,2 and show that the fundamental solutions a!Ot+Ai,±,k,e, i=1, 2, converge to the
fundamental solutions of O/Ot+tii,±,le, i=1,2, in some function space. Here Ai,±,k,E
=D±,k,e"D±,k,e and ti2,±,k,E=D±,fe,eD±,k,E* (gg7-9). For OIOt+di,-,k, i=1,2, analy-

ticity is used in the definition of this function space and this is the reason to

assume X to be real analytic. We note that, the fundamental solution of related
operator of Olat+Ai,-k has been constructed by Gevrey ([8], cf. [8]', [9]). Then,
since on X, the double of X, Ai,±,k, i--1,2 (tii,±,le are the induced operators of

AA

di,±,le on X), have parametrixes (Ai,-,k, i=1,2, have parametrixes only on spaces
of those functions which vanish on Y with suitabie degree), we obtain the index
formulas (g12), together with the limit properties of index D±,k,e which are treated
in gglO-11. In g12, it is also noted for the operator D(-k) given by a(elOac+u-kA)

on Yx[O, 1,] we have
index D(-le)=fx cr(-le)(x)dx - h+2V(O) , k<1,

index-D(-fe)==fx a･(-k)(x)cix + h-2rp(O) , kll,

i
with suitable cr(-k)(x)dx.

The result of this paper seems to be poor than its method and it seems there
must exist other geometric quantities for the operators D±,k, especially for D-,k.
But at this stage, I can not clarify them.

Iwould like to thank Dr. Abe who give me the occasion to consider this
problem.

gl. Differential operaters D-+,k,2.
On the positive half line R' given by zallO, we define differential operators
D+,k,R and D-,fe,2 by

d
du

(1)+,fe D+,k,2(fll,k)= ft,k+2uk]lz,k==gx, RGR, fh,k(O)=O, i.MIO, le>O,

le d

(1)-,k D-,le,R(ft,le)=u d. h,le+Rft,le==gR, 2ER, h,h(O)=O, ihlO, le>O.

It is known that similar operator

d

(1) D2(h)== du h+Rh=gla, h(O)==O, 20,
has a fundamental solution

'
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(2) flz(u)=(?R(g2)(u)=f," e2(Vm") gA(v)dv, 211iO,
co
=-f.eR(V-")g2(v)dv,
2<o,
with the properties that there exist constants Co and Ct such that

(3) lMl1;llCeligRl1, 1lhHi$Ci]lgAS ifO･

'

Here, [IfH ancl llflli are the L2-norm and Sobolev's 1-norm of f([4]).

To construct fundamental solutions of (1)±,k defined on some subspace of
C:(R+), the space of compact support COS-functions on R+ (.ftC:(R+) rnay not be
f(O):=O), we use

Lemma 1. Fora>O, c>O, we have
(4) ,{tm'r.moig` u-sea(u-c-v-c)dv=,l,trmoi:` v-tut-sea(u-c-v-c)dv=o(za1.c-s),
(4)' ,l,zliagij:, u-Se"("-C-""'C)dv -=Y,z-'-.m,fY, v-tutL'Sea(v-S-u-C)dv=O(zt-s).

Proo£ Since zt-Sea(U-C-V-C);;{v-Se"("-C-'"-C) ;:ll Au-Se(""e)(Z`-C-V-C) if ze llV>O for

some A>O and e>O, we get the first inequality of (4). Then, since
J: u-sea(u-c-v-c) dv =Sg zti-seazt-c(i-w-c)dw ..

=ul-seau-ctire-at{-ces-1-1!cde,

we obtain (4) because e-a'`MCII:e-""-Ce6-imi!Cke-(a'S)"-C for some e>O on 1:;lle<oo.
Similarly, zt-Se"(V"C"2`MC)llilv-Se"("-C-"-C)llllAu-Se(a-E)("HC-Z`-C) if vl.l)u>O for some

A>O and a>e>O, we get the first inequality of (4)'. Then we -have (4)' because

-c u-seae-auNCg-1-1/cde,
IY, u'-sea(v-C"u-C) dv = {l;-SAUI",
KieaekeaE6-i'-i/C}lllSlee(a-S)e for some Kl, K2>O andO <E<a on

M'C;;llEESu-C.
Definition. VVe se Cc,[tt}oo(R')=={flfECcoo(R')and f=O(ut), ze-O} and set Cc,(t)
eo

(R")= Ue>e Cc,[t+e)Oe (R').

Definition. VVe dqfine oPerators Q2,le and Q2,-k by
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A (vk÷!-uk+1)
(2)+ QR,k( g2) (u) u= l,
eh 'i g2 (v) dv, 21-llO,
..-s:ekh("k"'M"k")g2(v)dv, R<o, g2EIC:(R'),
(2)- (?2, -h(gR)(u)..,fo"v-keiik(Z`'-kn"iPk)g2(v)dv, kv!1, 2}llo, gxEEic: (R'),

gbECc, (le-i)oo(R') if k>1,
=df:v-kelik(V'-kM"'"k)g2(v)dv, le;1, 2<o, gaGC:(R'),

u
(2)-,i 02,-i(gR) (u)==:S,v""(-ii-)Rg2(v)dv,
2)O,gt)GCc, (o)co(R+),
oo
= -f.vmi(-i;)2gA(v)dv,
2<O, g2ECcoo(R').
By definitions and lemma 1, we have
Lemma 2. (?R,k and 02,-k are tke fundamental solutions of (1)±,k. They are
Cco-class on R' -{O} and (?R,k and Q2,-h,a>O, are continuous on R+. QA,--k(ga),
2<O, is continuous on R' if gAE Cc,[k]oo(R") and Qe,-k (gb) is continuous ifO <kg$1
or gbECc,[k-i]co(R') if le >1. More Precisely, we have
(n)+ Q2,-h(gR),(u) is C"-class on R' if and only if g2 (!!Cc,[nle-i)oo(R") for 2>O,
(n)o (?o,-k(gb) (zt) is C"-class on R+ if and only if gbECc,[n+le-i]co(R+),
(n)-- QR,-le(g2) (u) is C"-class on R" if and only if g2ECc,[(n+i)le3oo(R')

for 2<O.
Proof. We need only to show (n)+, (n)o and (n)-. These follows from lemma
1 because we obtain if g2(u)=O(ztt), u-O,
(5),

dn
Q2,-k(g2) (u)=O(zti+t-nle), R>o,
dun

(5)o

dn
Qo,-k(gb) (u)=O(tti+t-k-n),
dun

(5)-

dn
Q2,-k(gA)(u)==O(ut-(n+i)k), 2<o.
dun
Corollary. ILf Qa,-k(ga) is C"-class on R', then (dM!duM(Q2,-k(gx))(O)-.O, OSm

Sn-1 and dM"lduM'i(Qa,-k<ga)) i,s unbounded near O if ga does not ･satis.fly ･(n+1).
Note 1. Since the fundamental solutions of the adjoint operators of <1)±,le are
obtained by the interchange of the variables of the kernels of Q2,±,h, we get same
results for adjoint operators.
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Note 2. We have

'

1 -1 uk+1 fe>O,
(6)+ Q2,k(g2)(u)= QR(gR{(fe+1)w}k+i{(fe+1)w} k+i)(u),w==k+r
1 ul-k

(6)- Qh--k(gR)(u)==(?2(ga({(1-k)w}i-k)(u), tv=-

1-k'

O<k<1,

and to set

(?2,-(gR)(u)= I td
e2(V-")g2(v)dv, 211iO,

- oooo
= wuj,,e2(VH")gi(v)dv, z<o,
which is a fundamental solution of DR considered on R with the boundary condition
limu-rmoo.lti(u)=O, 2}IO, we also have

(6)-,i Q2,-i(g2)(ac)=QR,-(g2(logw))(u), zvmlogu.
g2. Estimates of Q2,±,k.
In this S, we use the notations

M=M(g)=max{ulg(u);O}, m:=m(g)=min{ulg(u);O>,
and I]flka,b), Ilflln,[a,b), etc., mean L?-norm and Sobolev's n-th norm, etc., of f
on [a, b].

Lemma 3. There exist constants Ck, Ck,L, C-fe,M,L, O<le <112 and C-k,tniM,L,
k;lll12,such that

(3)+ ll(?kle(g)ll;s{CkilgH, 2740, llQe,k(g)11o,L:illC[k,L]Ilgll,

(3)-,i ll(?2,-k(g)]ko,L]$C-k,M,LHg]1, O<fei;E{-ll-,
(3)-,ii 1]Oh-h(g)ll(o,L)iSIC-k,m,M,Lllgll, fe}l;tl-, m(g)#O･
Preof. Since the kernel of Qz,-k is continuous if u 7!O, v f!O, we have (3)-,ii.

On the other hand, since [g({(1-k)w}i!(i""le)2dw--{g(u)}2u-kdu, g({1-k)w}i/(i-k))
EiL2(R') if geC:(R') and Q2,-h(g)E!L2[O, L] if O<le <112 by (5), we have (3)-,i by

(3) and (6)-. For k>O, we get
1]QR,le(g)Il;!l{llgl]+]l(?u(le+i)(g)ll,jzv!O,
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because exp [hil(vk"-ule"')];$exp[leil(v-u)] if u llil, u ;kv and 2>O or vbu
}ll and R<O. Hence we obtain (3)+ by (3).
To get boundary estimate for QR,-le, we use
Lemrrta 4. Let g(u) be a C"'i-class function such that

(7)n g(O)"g'(O)==･･･==g(n-i)(o)=O,
and assume g("")(O)740. Then to set

(8)n g(u)= unn!

g(n)(e(u)u), O$e(u)$1,

limu-,oO(u)==1/(n+1), and this convergence is locally uniform in g bpt the Cn'itoPology.

Proof. By assumption, we may set

un+1
g(U)= .! un
g(")(O)+ (.+o!g("'i)(0i(u)u)

un
= n! g(")(O)+0(u)ug(""i)(ee(0(u)u)o(u)u).
Hence we get

1 g(n+i)(0t(u)u)

(9) e("):==.+lg(n+i)(oo(e(u)u)o(u)u)l
which shows the lemma.
Corollary 1. ILf g(u) is a C"-class ftenction and satisy7es (7)n, then

g(u)

1
(iO) ,ve.".X2 .n lS- .! ,Z.".X,.lg(")(")I,
and ifg(u) is Cn'i-class and g("'i) (O)IO, then there exists a constant cr==a(a, g)

(10) ''

,i,n,,,a,,x,,.lg("'(u)ISn!,.m.2IlgX)I,

and this cr is tafeen to be locally uniform in g by the Cn'i-toPology.

Proof. (10) follows from (8)n. Since 0(u) is continuous near bl==O if g('2'i)(O)
40,0(u)u, O;SuSa covers O ;:Elu $cra, cr>O, by lemma 4. This shows (10)'. The local
uniformity of cr also follows from lemma 4.
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Corollary 2. ILIT g(u) is a C"-class function and satishes (7)n, then there exists
a constant Ci such that

'
g(u)
II[o,a]SCilig(u) IIn+i,[e, a],
un
and ifg(u) is a C"'i-class ]Zetnction and satishes (7)n and g("'i)(O)-O, then there
exist constants C2 and P==P(a,g) >1 such that

g(u)
un

(11)' IIg (u)lln,[o, a] :SI C2 111i(o, pa),
and this P is taken to be locally uniform in g by the C""-tqPology.
Proof. (Il)' follows from (10)'. (11) follows from the inequalities

g(u)

g(u)

1:;Sn!Ce (max
II ". I][e, a]{lillCeoMsve.I
un lg(")(u)1);SIC!1lglln+i,[o,a],
o$usa

which are obtained by (10) and Sobolev inequality ([1]).

Lemma 5. (i). Let [le]' be -[-le] andgan element of Cc,[le]t-ioo, then there
exists a constant C[fek,M',L,

M=M(g), such that .

(i2)+ II(?2,-kgl[[o, L} :E{ C[fek,M',L IIgl[[k], "･ .
1i,'h,tai)tCtlr ZScZMi"Lt,e.g,e,r',.fhSfZtasht eS (n) and assume Q2,-le(n)(o)io. Then there e.ist

(12)' ll(?2,-fe[st1]n,[g,L]$C:,M, L,g,A IIgl[nle, 2>O,
(12)'o il Qo,-k[g]]In,[o, L]IIII CAtM, L, g,ol lgHn+fe,
(12)'-- Il(?2,-fe[g[]Rn,[o, L)EllCkt,M, L,g,a llgll(n+i)k+i, 2<O,

andthese Ck',n4;L,.,A are locally uniform in g by Sobolev's (n+1)-toPology and
uniform in 2 if I21 is large.

Proof. First we note that for an integer n, Cc,[n]oo={fl fEC:, fsatishes (7)

n+i}.Hence we get (12) by (11). Because we know

a

l(-ll-) I$1, 2>O, v$u or R<O, v21iu.
[elih("i-kM"'Mk)lg:{1, 2>O, vSu or 2<O, V211;U･
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Since we know Ilzt-SQA,-h[g]]1$Cll(92,-h[v-Sg]II for some C>O by lemma 1, we have
11Q2,-le[g]-s,[o,a)$C2Ilu-SQ2,-le[g]11[e,a];SIC31IgHs+k+t

by (12), if g satisfies (s). Therefore we get (12)'. The local uniformity of Ck",M;L,,,a

in g follows from lemma 4. To show the uniformity in 2, we note that we have
Q2,-le(g)(n)(u)==(-1)nanu-nleOa,"le(g)(u)+O(2n-iblle),

by (5) and

'

Q2,-k(g)(s)== 7*: t!((,Sftitli!i)! (-o'(fe(ili)t)uHh""(g(s-`-i)-2Q2,-le(g)(s-t-i)).

Hence by (9), e (u), determined by (8)n-i for (?R,-k(g), is given by

1 (?R,-h(g)(0t(u)u)+O(2-iule)
e(u) =

n Q2,-le(g)(0o(0(u)u)e(u)za)+O(z-iufe)'

On the other hand, the kernel of QR,-le tends to O if lll.oo. Hence we have the
uniformity in 2 for 121 is large by (2)- and (2)-,i.

Note. For the fundamental solutions of the adjoint operators of D±,k,, we have
same estimates.

g3. Extensions of D±,k,a and Qx,±k･

By Iemma 3 and lemma 5, we have
Lemrrta 6. (i). Q2,k, le>O, is extended to a continuous maP Q2,k : L2-L2ioc..

(ii). For any O <m <M, QA,-k is extended to a continuous maP Q2,--k : L2m,M-L2.
(iii). (?2,-k is extended to a continuous maP <{N?a,-fe : H([le]i-iCle)"i[O, L]eL2ioc., lelll.
(iv). (?2,-i is extended to a continuous map Qia,-i : Hkn-i)"[O, L]-H'tioc., if a>o,

Hizre Hks)" , s ;sSn -1, means the Sobolev sPace with the boundary condition
(7)s･

Coroilary. D.F,le,R and theire formal adjoints D-+,k,R" have closed extensions
e±,k,2 and e±,k,A.
Definitiom. VVe set di, ±,k,2=g±,le,a*9±,le,2 and d2,±,k,2==9±,le,29±,bu*.
Since (on Coo(R")) D±,le,a"are given by

D+,fe,2*== - ddu +2uk, D-,k,2"=-ztle dgt -kufe-i+1,

we have (on Coo(R"))
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(13),

d2
du2

d2
ti1,+)k)2 = rm -fe2ule"i+22u2fe, id2,+,k,2[=:-+leRule-i+Z2u2le,
du2

(13)- Ai.,fe,2=-u2h d2- 2leu2k-1 d
-Zleufe-i+22,

du2

ld2,-,h,x == -u2le

du

d2- 2ku2le-i -k(k-1)u2le-2-Rlesch-i+R2.
d
du
du2

By definition, QA,k02,le* and QA,fe"Q2,le are defined on C:(R") and they are the
fundamental solutions of di,+,fe, and id2,+,le, with the boundary conditions

d
(14). fla,h(O)=O, R>=O,.flx,le<O)

du

==O, R<O, for Ai,+,h,,

d
.Li,fe(O)=O, A:ll{O,fR,fe(o)=o,
2>o, for ti2,+,le,,

du

The boundary conditions for Ai,-,fe,, le<1, i=1,2, are similar as (14)+ (cf.g11). But

since 02,-k QA,-h and Q2,-k "Q2,-le are defined only on Cc,[2k)oo(R") if k)1 and
therefore the boundary condition is

(14)- fh,k(O)==O, for all R.
For the extensions of Q2,±kQ2,±le" and Q2,±le"Q2,±k, we have by lemma 3 and

lemma 4
Lewama 6'. (i). QR,kQR,le" and (?2,le'(?a,k are extended to a continuous maPs
L2.L21oc..

(ii). For any L, Q2,-k(?R,-le" and (?R,-k"(?R,-le are extended to a continuous maPs
lfl[(2fe],--o[2h]''i[O, L]-L21oc..

'
g4. Comtinuation of Pu..L,k,A and QA,±k across O.
If u <O, we define P±,le,R by
D÷,le,2= dd. +2(-u)le, D-,le,R== (-u)le dd. +2･

Hence for z{ <O, D±,k,R and di,±,k,R, i=-1,2, take the forms

D+,k,R"=: - ddu +2(-tt)fe, D-,h,R"=-(-u)le dCul +k(-u)le-'+2,

d,1,+tk,R = -

d?+kA(-u)k-i+R2(rmu)2k,
du2

d2-k2(-u)le"i+22(-u)2le,
dbl2

d2,+,le,2 = -
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Ai,-,k,R =: -(-u)2le

d2+2k(-za)2k-i
d
+Rle(-u)fe
-i -t- Jl2,
du2
du

d
li2,-,k,A= -(-u)2fed)2
+2fe(pes)2le-i-fe(le-1)(-u)?k-2+Rk(-bl)le-i+R2.
du

dzt2

The boundary conditio,ns for zt:S{O are fh,le(O)==O,2:S{O and the fundamental solutions

take the forms
Q2,k(g2)(u)== -l,O,eleii((-")k'i"(-")k'i) g2(v)dv, R:ilo,

,.,i" ele$i((t`k"-(m")k'i) g2(v)dv, 2>O,

-OQ

'

QA,-k(g2)(bl)==-l,O, (-v)"keiik((U)i-h-(-")i-k)gR(v)dv, 2;s{o, lei,tl,

,=I" (-v)-leellh((-")i-k-(-V)-ik) gA(v)dv, 2>o,

-oo
QR,-i(gR)(")=f,O, v-i(-Il-)2k2(v)dv, 2;:llo,

=-i uv-i(X)Rg2(v)dv, 2>o.
-co
Therefore, to set
Cc,k,ioo(R) == {f] fE ccco (R), SO e- fe t i 1 " ik"i f(v) (lv .. o} , 2}llo,

rco
Cc,k,Aoo(R)= {flfEC:i(R),liiekkVk'tf(v)dv=o}, R<o,
Cc,-k,Roo(R) =={fVeC:(R),SO e"21vlf({(1-fe)v}i!k)dv==O},

-co
Cc,k,R co(R) = {flf Ei C:; (R), f,ooe2 Vf( {(1-k)v} ilh )dv == o} , o<le<1, 2<o,

(?2,h and Q2,-k, O<k<1, are defined on Cc,k,Roo(R) and Cc,-k,R oo(R). Here CS(R)

means the space of compact support Coo-class functions on R. On the other hand,
Qa,-k, kllil, is defined on Cc,((n+i)le)oo. Here, Cc,((n+!)h)oo means the space of com-

pact support functions with g(u)=O(u("")le"e), u--O, for some e>O,
Since the above extended Qa,±fe have same properties as Q2,±fe on R' and the
L2-completions of Cc,le,aoo(R), and Cc,.-le,2co (R) O<le<1, are 1-codimensional
subspaces of L2(R), we obtain

Lerrnma 7. (i). Ai,+,h,2, i=1,2, and di,-le,2, O<k<1, i=1,2, have fundamental
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solutions across O.

j
(ii). Ai,-,fe,R, lell, i=1,2, have ftfndamental
solutions dofned on Hk[2le],)(2h]''2[-L,
L] for any L>O.
Proof. By the definitions of (?2,±le (and (?R,±fe"), if gaEC: [a, b,] -oo<a<b
<oo, then the iterations (?2,le(?2,k', (?R,k(?i,k and (?A-, leQ2,-k,' QR,-fe*Q2,-fe, O<k<1,

are defined. Similarly, if giffCc,[[2le],]oo[a, b], (a<O<b), then Qa,-leQ2,-le" and

Q2,-k*QR,-k, kllll, are defined. Hence we have the lemma.
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